has only a finite number of nonnegative integral solutions x,y. Here we show that this equation cannot have more than 5QMN integral solutions, and if (M, ΊN) -1, it cannot have more than 28N solutions. While these are reasonable upper bounds for the number of solutions, they are almost certainly excessively large. With appropriate assumptions on M and N we are able to obtain much smaller bounds. Previously, Nagell [8] and others [9] , [5] showed that the equation x 2 + 7 = 2 y has exactly five solutions. We show that when N is an odd integer the equation x 2 + 7 -N y has at most two solutions and it has no solution unless N is an odd power of a prime.
In the second part of this paper we determine an upper bound, in terms of M and n, on the number of primitive solutions (i.e. x and y coprime) of the equation (2) x 2 + ΊM 2 = y n , M ^ 1 and n ^ 3 .
In making our calculations, we make use of results which were obtained by means of a p-adic argument.
Nagell has shown that the equation x 2 + D -y n has at most one solution when D = 2 or 8 [7] and has no solution when D is a square free integer congruent to 1 or 2 (modulo 4) [6] . Ljungren [3] , [4] has shown that this equation has at most one solution when D = p 2 (p a prime) or D = 1 + 2 s t (s and t odd integers ^ 3.) 2 Notation* Let K -Q(V-7), where Q is the field of rational numbers. Let O be the set of algebraic integers in K, then O is a unique factorization ring having ±1 as its only units. Let @ denote the set of rational primes which split in Ό into the product of two non-associate conjugate primes. @ does not contain 7 = (v 7 -7)(-V-7). Let $ be the set of rational primes not in @ U (7), then all integers in are primes in O. Set p = |(1 + V-7), then 2 -p>p f and p is a root of the equation z 2 -z + 2 = 0. If p is in @, we write p = 7r p 7Γp. If p is a rational prime and m is a rational integer, we write ||ra|| f , for the largest rational integer s such that p s \m.
A solution shall always refer to one having x ^ 0, thus distinct solutions of (1) Clearly σ = ± o\ hence either σ is a rational integer or it is a rational integral multiple of V-7. The latter case occures exactly when 7 and 7 | ^^ hence and hence this can occur for at most one value of y.
Suppose that σ is a rational integer. Then Let 7 = (x + MV'-Ί)jσ, then (7, 7') = 1 and hence {p, 7) = 1 = (p, 7') for all p primes p not in @. Furthermore iV y -σ y y' and therefore // x 9 y is a solution of (1) If N is odd and M = 2 (mod 4) and x, y is a solution of (1) Similarly, if M = N = 1 (mod 2) and x, y is a solution of (1) then y is odd and x is even, hence If x, y is a solution of (1) where
Now suppose that (Jkf, JV) = 1 and JV= Π iΦ^^V μ \ then <τ = 1. If, under these assumptions, x, y is a solution of (1) Clearly x, y is a solution of (4) exactly when | T(y) \ -1.
Thus if there is a solution of (4) with y > 1, there is one with y an odd prime.
Since 2 | α, one shows by induction that T(2k + 1) = 1 (mod 4),
hence if y is an odd prime for which T(y) = 1, then -7 is a quadratic residue modulo y, so y is of the form s 2 + 7£ 2 , and in particular 3 φ y. Thus if y is an integer for which T(y) = 1, we have 7/ = ±1 (mod 6).
As Ί \ N, we have Ί \a and hence S(6w) Ξ 1 (mod 7) while T(6n) = -na 5 (mod 7). Thus
Now T(6n + 1) and T(6n + 5) are 7-adic power series in the variable n and are congruent (modulo 7) to a linear polynomial, and so as shown in [1, § 6] there is a unique value of n such that T(6n + 1) = 1, namely n = 0, and there is at most one value of n such that T(6n + 5) = 1. Hence the equation (4) We conjecture that the equation x 2 + 7 = N y , JV odd, has at most one solution. (5) ±4(τM = 6wΓ(y) -vS(y) = Clearly x, y is a solution of (1) exactly when y satisfies (7). F(k) satisfies the recurrence (6) and
LG(k), with G(0) = α*, G(l) -6*. Obviously (α, iV) = 1, z/ -a 2 -AN = -76 2 , TF = i(26* -α*α) = δ^L" 1 . Set λ = ||L|| 7 and χ = ||δ|| 7 . Since 7|4<τ, if # is a solution of (7) we must have v -|| M|| 7 ^ λ. As 7 ^ αw, we have λ = min (|| v || 7 , || 6 || 7 ) ^ χ. we also have || Δ || 7 = 2χ + 1 and || W|| 7 = χ -λ.
By Theorem 4of[l]ifλ = χ the multiplicity of the recurrence G(k) is at most 6. On the other hand, see the proof of Theorem 3 of [1] , if λ < χ the multiplicity of the recurrence G(k) is less than 2 7 λ+x+1 and furthermore 7 \G{k), i.e. λ = v.
We observe that (1) is less than 56MN.
We have seen that when N is divisible by a prime not in @, the number of solutions of (1) If ΛΓ is not a quadratic residue modulo 7 3 , then χ = 0 and hence
If N is not a quadratic residue modulo T the number of integral solutions of (1) does not exceed 12d(M & )-2 t{N)
^ 12d(M) 2 t{N) if in addition (M, IN) -1 the number of solutions is less than 6 2 W) . Our estimates on the number of solutions could be improved by using better estimates for d (Mg) and for 2  t{N) . We have not done so here, because of the belief that the estimate on the multiplicity of the recurrence F(k) is too crude to justify greater precision later.
9. A generalization. The methods just described enable one to estimate an upper bound for the number of integral solutions of (8) B
where BC ^ 1 and N ^ 2 .
We sketch the argument. We may without loss of generality assume that B and C are positive. If there is a solution there exists a minimal integer, say k, such that BKC N*). Let C-N k = AB, then every solution of (8) leads to a solution of
where A^l and N ^ 2 .
If there is a p $ @ such that p \ A and p 2 \ {AN, ΊM 2 ) then equation (9) has at most one solution if p = 7 and it has no solution if p e $. If p IA and p 2 \ (AN, ΊM 2 ) and if x, y is a solution of (9) we can set x = p^ M = p^/f and
then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of (9) Suppose a?, 2/ is a solution of (9) where T*(y) is a linear recurrence of order two. Now using Theorem 3 of [1] one can estimate the number of solutions of (10). There are as many recurrences as there are factorizations of N and A 2 and possible σ. One can estimate the number of possible different recurrences and hence obtain an upper bound on the number of integral solutions of (9) and hence of (8).
II. The Equation x
2 + ΊM 2 = y n .
10* The solutions with y odd We shall call an integral solution x, y of the equation (2) x 2 -h ΊM 2 = y n , with M ^ 1 and n ^ 3 ,
primitive if x and y are coprime. If x, y is a primitive solution of (2) -x + M = ±F n and 3M + x = ±2G W when & =£ AT (mod 4) .
In either case, we have: if x,y (y and even integer) is a primitive solution of (2) 
The heights of the coefficients of F n and G n are less than 2 n+1 and 2 n , respectively. Thus the heights of coefficients of H n is less than 2 n+2 . Furthermore H n (l, 0) φ 0 φ H n (0, 1) . Now the following theorem, which was proved in [2] , enables us to estimate the number of solutions for the equation (11), hence of equation (2) . If ce, y (y an even integer) is a primitive solution of (2), then M is an odd integer and the number of distinct prime divisors of AM is 1 + t(M). It follows that:
The number of primitive solutions of (2) with y even does not exceed
JI n 2 -α:^ + 1
12 An extension and a generalization* The methods just demonstrated may be used to obtain an upper bound on the totality of solutions of (2) and not just an upper bound on the number of primitive solutions. We sketch the argument.
Consider the diophantine equation
, with A ^ 1 and n ^ 3 .
As seen earlier this equation has few solutions if A is divisible by a prime not in @, hence we assume that A -Πpe@P μp If x, y is a solution of (12) with (x, y) = (x, M) = 1, then <τ = 1 or 2. There are 2 ίU) factorizations of A of the form A = (α + bρ)(a + 6/θ' ) To each factorization, we have Printed at Kokusai Bunken Insatsusha (International Academic Printing Co., Ltd.), No. 6, 2-chome, Fujimi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
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